ROSETTE FLOWER
Designed by Bobwilson123
Converted into written format by Daisy

Video tutorial - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGCIUJOfY38

Materials

US Terms

Yarn with recommended hook

SC - Single Crochet

Scissors & Wool needle

RSC - Reverse Single Crochet

Tape measure

Ch – Chain
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If you’re going make a few of these Rosette flowers, it’s a good idea to write down how many chains
you did and what length they were.
Special Stitch
Single crochet or Crab Stitch or Rope Stitch as it is also known as, works from left to right. So you’ll
be doing single crochet backwards.
Insert the hook, from front to back, in the next stitch to the right. Making sure the right side of your
work is facing you. Yarn Over and draw the yarn through the stitch. Yarn over and draw the yarn
through the 2 loops on the hook. One reverse single crochet is now complete.
Row 1: Make a slip knot and ch for 60cms or length you wish the longer the chain the bigger the
flower
Row 2: Sc in 2nd ch from hook and in every ch across, ch1 DO NOT TURN because you will be
working backwards
Row 3: Ch1 counts as first sc. RSC across all your sc stitches from row 2 to the end. Fasten off
leaving a tail 30 cms long.
Sowing up your flower
Wrap/roll your flower little at a time and sow bottom edge. Sew it every three stitches and through
two layers, then wrap a bit more and so on. Every now and then flip your flower over and check top
of flower to see if the RSC part is level or how you want it. When you get to the end sew in your
ends or leave a tail for attaching to a hat, bag, scarf and I am sure you could find a lot of other items
to attach your flower
Thank you for choosing my pattern 
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